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Abstract

Ž .The nuclear reactivity has been identified with the derivative of the chemical potential electronegativity versus the
deformation. A similar derivative of hardness has been proposed as a novel density functional theory index, nuclear stiffness.
Both quantities have been calculated for a set of diatomic molecules. They provide information on the susceptibility of the
molecule to attack in a collinear reaction. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Ž .The density functional theory DFT of many
w xelectron systems 1,2 has been found useful in pro-

viding rigorous formulation for two important quali-
tative chemical concepts: electronegativity and
chemical hardness. The idea of chemical hardness,
first introduced by Pearson, has been in the chemical

w xvocabulary for over three decades 3 . His HSAB
Ž .hard and soft acids and bases principle has been
proposed as a purely experimental rule of thumb; a

) Corresponding author.

need to provide a theoretical framework for the
concept of hardness has been recognized ever since.
The expectations have been fulfilled by Pearson
himself in the joint work with Parr; they proposed a

w xdefinition of global hardness based on DFT 4 :

Em E2E N ,n rŽ .Ž .
1 1

hs s2 2 2ž / ž /EN ENŽ .n r Ž .n r

IyA ´ y´LUMO HOMO
( ( 1Ž .

2 2

Ž .n r is external potential, m is chemical potential of
Ž .the electronic system ms EErEN identified asn Žr .

w xnegative of electronegativity 5 , xsym. The im-
portant property of hardness is in governing charge
transfer processes. When a system exchanges elec-
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trons, the change of its chemical potential is given
by:

dms2hd NqHf r dn r dr 2Ž . Ž . Ž .

Ž .f r is Fukui function:

Em Er rŽ .
f r s s 3Ž . Ž .ž /ž /En r ENŽ . Ž .n rN

Thermodynamically, a big change in the chemical
Ž .potential dm provides the driving force for the

Ž .process of changing the electron density r r , thus
Ž . Ž .also N andror n r . The first term in Eq. 2 reflects

the effect of changing N, hence it produces the
charge transfer driven increment to the bonding en-
ergy. The second term, which does not vanish when
h™0, contains the reminding interactions that pro-
duce a bond beyond the net charge transfer. For
interacting neutral objects, this second term leads to
what chemists label as covalent energy. While both
are equally important, the more easily tractable
charge transfer part has drawn special attention. The
charge transfer energy, identified with the ionic en-
ergy of the bond, has been a source of the original

w xnotion of electronegativity by Pauling 6 . The opera-
tional formula describing the energy gain in the

w xcharge transfer process is due to Parr and Pearson 4
Ž w xmany others have been proposed, see Ref. 7 for a

.review. :

2
DmŽ .

D E sy . 4Ž .AB 4 h qhŽ .A B

This energy vanishes when Dms0, as e.g. for
the interaction of identical atoms that form a cova-
lent bond; this justifies the identification of D EAB

Žwith the ionic bonding energy between originally
.neutral species . An interesting proof of the HSAB

principle proposed by Parr et al. is also built on the
w xanalysis of the sole charge transfer energy 8 . The

Žauthors introduced the grand potential: V sE y Ni i i
0.yN m as the natural thermodynamical potentiali

for electrons near the equilibrium. They proved for

Ž .every part an open subsystem of the system, DV i

tends to be as negative as possible:
hi2

DV sy Dm . 5Ž . Ž .i 24 h qhŽ .i rest

Ž Ž ..At constant Dm also T and n r the HSAB
principle is recovered. However, this argument can
hardly be applied to the atomic or molecular interac-

Ž .tions when neither m nor n r are constant. As a
Ž . Ž . Ž .consequence, Eq. 2 , not Eq. 4 or Eq. 5 , must be

referred to as a primary source of information on the
effect of varying hardness on the reaction.

The role of hardness in bond formation has been a
subject of several studies. An early comment on the
HSAB principle by Nalewajski was: hardrhard in-
teractions produce predominantly ionic bonds, and

w xsoftrsoft interactions lead to the covalent ones 9 .
Berkowitz suggested that the induced electron flow

w xis greater, the softer are the partners 10 . Parr and
Yang analyzed the interaction energy to second-order
Ž w x .Ref. 2 , Chap. 10 . They found, in the limit h™0,
the electronegativity equalization is achieved by bal-
ancing the potential rather than a net charge. The
polarization energy appears as the leading term here.
Since the analysis was incapable of describing di-
rectly what chemists call covalent energy, this large
Ž .and always negative polarization term must be
identified as the quantitative measure of that effect
on the simplified DFT level. Another important prin-
ciple involving hardness has been proposed by Pear-

w x w xson 11 and proved by Parr and Chattaraj 12 , the
maximum hardness principle: the global hardness of
a system in equilibrium is at a maximum at constant
Ž .n r . Pearson and Palke provided the support for that

principle by proving that the global hardness is also
at a maximum against any non-totally symmetric

w xdistortion of the molecule 13 . The maximum hard-
ness principle has been supplemented by Zhou and
Parr, who introduced the idea of activation hardness,
the increase of hardness when going from stable
substrates to the transition state on the reaction path
w x14 . The low hardness barrier on the reaction path
Ž .activation hardness promotes a reaction involving
the electron transfer also, they argue that the greater
the absolute hardness, the more stable is a molecule.

This work extends the application of the DFT
apparatus to reaction dynamics. It focuses on expec-
tations concerning the role of molecular deformation
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in changing the global hardness and chemical poten-
tial, hence, also the affinity for an intermolecular
electron exchange process.

2. Hardness and the molecular deformation

To examine the dependence of hardness on
molecular deformation we consider the derivative:

Eh
G s 6Ž .i ž /EQ i N

where Q sR yR is the displacement vector ofi i i,0

atom i from an equilibrium position R . Using thei ,0
Ž Ž ..definition of hardness Eq. 1 , G can be related toi

the electrostatic forces occurring upon ionization.
w xThe proof is as follows 15 :

2Eh E E E N ,n rŽ .Ž .
1G s si 2 2½ 5ž /EQ EQ ENi i Ž .N n r N

2E EE N ,n rŽ .Ž .
1s . 7Ž .2 2½ 5EQEN i Ž .N n r

EE N ,n rŽ .Ž .
However, syF where F is thei i

NEQ i
w xHellman–Feynman force 16 Thus:

Eh E2 Fi1G s sy 8Ž .i 2 2ž /ž /EQ EN Ž .i n rN

Feynman has proven that:

EE N ,n rŽ .Ž .
nynF sy sHr r ´ r drqFŽ . Ž .i i iž /EQ i N

9Ž .
Ž . Ž .where r r electron density, ´ r is the electric fieldi

due to ith nuclei and F nyn is a sum of mutual forcesi

between ith nucleus and all others. F nyn does noti

depend on the number of electrons so this term will
Ž . Ž .not be present in Eq. 8 . Also ´ r does not dependi

Ž . Ž .directly on N. Inserting Eq. 9 into Eq. 8 gives:

Eh E2r rŽ .
1G s sy H ´ r drŽ .i i2 2ž /ž /EQ EN Ž .i n rN

E f rŽ .
1sy H ´ r dr . 10Ž . Ž .i2 ž /EN Ž .n r

E f rŽ .
A working approximation for n Žr.ž /EN

E2r rŽ .
s n Ž r . is needed at this point. The finite2ž /EN

Ž .difference approximation to the r N function ap-
Ž .pears to be a reasonable starting point. Taking r No

o Ž . q Ž . ysr , r N q1 sr and r N y1 sr , the fol-o o

lowing result is readily obtained:

E f rŽ . q y 0(r r qr r y2 r r 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
EN Ž .n r

The final relation for G is:i

q y o1G (y H r r qr r y2 r r ´ r drŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i2

1 1q y o q ysy F qF qF sy F qF .Ž . Ž .i i i i i2 2

12Ž .

By considering the increment from the nuclei un-
Ž nyn.changed upon ionization F , the balance of elec-i

tronic forces has been replaced by Fq and Fy , thei i

total forces acting on the ith nucleus in a system
whose nuclear positions have been kept unchanged,

Ž .but the number of electrons has increased q or
Ž .decreased y , respectively. The corresponding total

force F o in the neutral, equilibrium system is identi-i

cally zero, F o s0. The non-zero forces Fq and Fy
i i i

occur only because the ionized species are of the
hypothetical, unrelaxed structure. Searching for the
proper name of the G index, the name nucleari

stiffness may be proposed, as adequately reflecting
its physical context.

( )3. Calculation of the nuclear reactivity F andi

the G indicesi

The nuclear stiffness G index presents a naturali

extension for another quantity earlier introduced and
w xdiscussed by Cohen et al. 17 and also Baekeland et

w xal. 18 — the nuclear reactivity F . It has beeni

defined as the derivative of the Hellmann–Feynman
force versus the number of electrons:

EFi
F s . 13Ž .i ž /EN Ž .n r
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It is straightforward to prove, using the method
applied above that F is identical to the derivative ofi

electronegativity versus atomic displacement:

EF E EE N ,n rŽ .Ž .i
F s syi ž / ž /ž /EN EN EQŽ .n r i Ž .N n r

E EE N ,VŽ .
sy ž /ž /EQ EN Ž .n ri N

Em Ex
sy s 14Ž .ž / ž /EQ EQi iN N

where x is the electronegativity of the system. This
identity hints to a potential value of the nuclear
reactivity index F , as a source of information be-i

yond its meaning originally proposed by Cohen.
Using the same method as above, the following
simplified working formula for the nuclear reactivity
is obtained:

1 q yF ( F yF . 15Ž .Ž .i i i2

ŽBoth indices F and G are vectors in 3D space asi i
q y.are forces F and F , characteristic to each atomi i

in the molecule. An important and useful property of
Ž . Ž .these vectors is disclosed by Eqs. 12 and 15 ,

while it is by no means evident from their definitions
Ž . Ž .Eqs. 7 and 14 : F and G are independent of thei i

deformation Q !F and G reflect an intrinsic prop-i i i
Žerty of the molecule of the electric force field

.therein and hence are a potential source of informa-
tion on how the reactivity of a molecule is modified
by a deformation. The transformation of the F andi

G vectors into meaningful indices is possible throughi

their projection onto the direction of a chosen defor-
mation. This is particularly simple for diatomic
molecule. Let q be a unit vector of the bond stretch-
ing deformation of a diatomic molecule. Then the
projections are simply the scalar products and are
numbers whose sign indicate the orientation of the

Ž .original vectors at given site i : F sqF andi i

G sqG . For a diatomic molecules, the scalar indexi i
Ž .F and G is identical for both atoms; polyatomici i

molecules require more elaborate methods of map-
ping the pair of vector indices F and G .i i

4. Results and discussion

The F and G have been calculated by means ofi i
Ž . Ž .Eqs. 12 and 15 for a set of diatomic molecules.

Table 1
Calculated projection of nuclear reactivity F and nuclear stiffnessi

G on the stretching deformation of the diatomic moleculesi

Iy A
q yMolecule hs F G F Fi i i i2

˚ ˚ ˚ ˚Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Vre eVrA eVrA eVrA eVrA

LiH 3.729 0.530 y0.928 1.457 0.397
HF 9.465 0.139 y3.684 1.886 3.494
F 7.578 y9.169 y8.120 y1.049 17.2892

Cl 5.332 y4.883 y2.939 y1.944 7.8222

Li 0.046 0.042 y0.444 0.486 0.4022

FCl 6.154 y6.562 y2.340 y4.223 8.902
CO 7.899 y4.054 4.393 y8.415 y0.338
LiF 5.592 y1.272 y1.920 0.646 3.189
BCl 5.063 y3.010 0.663 y3.672 2.364
BH 4.682 y0.570 0.178 y0.747 0.392
CS 5.767 y3.968 0.740 y4.707 3.228
NF 4.421 y6.524 0.149 y6.673 6.375
SO 3.552 y2.619 0.594 y3.214 2.024
HCl 7.277 y0.280 y1.445 1.164 1.726
LiCl 4.675 0.590 y1.248 1.837 0.658
BF 5.928 y2.830 0.372 y3.203 2.458
SiO 6.089 y1.058 y0.958 y0.099 2.016

Ž q .The projection of the forces calculated for the increasing Fi
Ž y .and decreasing F number of electrons is also given.i

The calculations were performed using the MP2
Ž .method and 6-311qG 3df,3dp basis set as imple-

w xmented in the GAUSSIAN 94 code 19 . The geome-
try was optimized for the neutral molecule by a quasi

w xNewton–Raphson procedure 20,21 . Anion and
cation energies and forces were calculated in the
neutral molecular geometry. These quantities were

Ž Ž ..used to obtain the hardness Eq. 1 , nuclear reactiv-
ity F and nuclear stiffness G given as scalari i

indices in Table 1. They represent a projection on the
stretching deformation of the molecule, thus positive
values indicate the increase of the electronegativity
and hardness, respectively, upon the bond length
increase. The role of the forces Fq and Fy can bei i

observed directly through the data in Table 1, where
the projection of the forces on the stretching mode is
also given as scalars, Fq and Fy. A conventioni i

introduced in Section 2 must be recalled: Fq is thei

force occurring when an electron is added to the
molecule.

The calculated F and G indices may be con-i i

fronted with the expectation derived from the model
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consideration. The simple point-charge or the spheri-
cal, non-overlapping AIM models analyzed by Nale-

w xwajski and Korchaviec 22 always produce G -0.i

This follows from the general dependence of the
hardness matrix elements on the internuclear dis-

Žtances h f1rR . More refined model e.g. Matagai j i j
w x w xand Nishimoto 23 or Ohno 24 also demonstrate

.this property. Sample prediction for the derivative
Ž .of the electronegativity F , may be based on thei

w xoriginal idea by Gordy 25 , who identified the mea-
sure of electronegativity with the potential at the
covalent boundary, Z )err. This leads to an initial
guess that F is also negative. The data in Table 1i

match surprisingly well the rough estimates of the
sign of the derivatives. They indicate, however, that
F and G contain more subtle information thani i

might be deduced from models. This information
cannot be overestimated: it represents the finite dif-
ference approximation to the derivatives, thus aver-
aging any effect of the bond deformation. A most
attractive perspective for the data presented in Table
1 appears to be in enlightening the mechanism of
simple reactions. For a collinear reaction:

X—YqZ™X . . . Y . . . Z™XqY—Z

the successful attack of Z is conditional to two
Ž .factors: i the energy barrier for the attack on the

Ž .collinear reaction path, and ii the site of attack,
which in this simple case may be either the X or Y
atom. The first condition corresponds to what is
described as reactiÕity, the second represents selec-
tiÕity. Both properties have been the subjects of

Ž w x.numerous studies at the DFT level e.g. Ref. 26 .
The pair of indices F and G introduced in thisi i

work provides a formidable, semiquantitative tool for
the description of the first effect. The collinear ap-
proach of Z to XY is associated with increasing the
X—Y bond. If this process increases the global

Ž .hardness of XY G )0 the electron exchange be-i
Ž .tween XY and Z the reaction becomes hindred.

When G -0, approach of Z softens the moleculei

and increases the chance of electron transfer, exactly
as it has been postulated by the ‘harpoon mecha-
nism’. This process is, however, subject to the selec-
tivity condition. The role of electronegativity change
due to the initial bond expansion in XY is described
by F . When F )0 the stretched molecule becomesi i

a better acceptor, when F -0 it changes to a betteri

donor of electrons. The overall effect of this change
Žon the reaction depends on the nature of Z donor or

. Žacceptor and on the site of the attack polarization
.of XY . The selectivity factor determined by the

Žpolarization due either to the electrostatic repul-
sionrattraction indicated by the atomic population,

.or to the suitable orbital overlap can usually be
envisaged by a chemist qualitatively; the quantitative
information provided by the F and G indices sig-i i

nificantly extends the power of such predictions
concerning the reactivity at the site selected. Another
interesting application that may be envisaged is the
hypothetical metallization process suggested by

w xGilman as the possible first step in detonation 27 .
In terms of the DFT, the metallic state is character-
ized by zero global hardness. Metallization might be
induced by compressing the bonds due to the inter-
molecular collisions under pressure only when G isi

positive, which is rather exceptional for the molecules
studied.
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